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Abstract: The introduction of total body (TB) PET/CT instruments over the
past 2 years has initiated a new and exciting era in medical imaging. These
instruments have substantially higher sensitivity (up to 68 times) than con-
ventional modalities and therefore allow imaging the entire body over a
short period. However, we need to further refine the imaging protocols of
this instrument for different indications. Total body PETwill allow accurate
assessment of the extent of disease, particularly, including the entire axial
and appendicular skeleton. Furthermore, delayed imaging with this instru-
ment may enhance the sensitivity of PET for some types of cancer. Also, this
modality may improve the detection of venous thrombosis, a common com-
plication of cancer and chemotherapy, in the extremities and help prevent
pulmonary embolism. Total body PET allows assessment of atherosclerotic
plaques throughout the body as a systematic disease. Similarly, patients with
widespreadmusculoskeletal disorders including both oncologic and nononcologic
entities, such as degenerative joint disease, rheumatoid arthritis, and osteopo-
rosis, may benefit from the use of TB-PET. Finally, quantitative global disease
assessment provided by this approach will be superior to conventional mea-
surements, which do not reflect overall disease activity. In conclusion,
TB-PET imaging may have a revolutionary impact on day-to-day practice
of medicine and may become the leading imaging modality in the future.
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T he invention of x-ray by Roentgen opened up a new era in med-
icine and revolutionized its practice substantially over time. Pla-

nar imaging by conventional x-ray was suboptimal for detection and
cauterization of many diseases and disorders and therefore was
somewhat limited in its domain of applications. The introduction
of x-ray CT in the early 1970s by Hounsfield1 changed the success
of medical imaging in the day-to-day practice and research in med-
icine. In its early years, imaging with CTwas very limited and cum-
bersome in scope, but its capabilities have substantially improved
over the ensuing decades. As such, currently x-ray–CT is the med-
ical imaging modality of choice for assessing numerous diseases
and disorders. A decade after the introduction of CT, MRI was de-
veloped by Lauterbur2 and Mansfield and Maudsley,3 and this fur-
ther enhanced the role and the importance of medical imaging in
medicine. The impact of MRI was particularly impressive in
assessing and managing diseases that affect soft tissue organs
such as the brain, musculoskeletal (MSK) structures, and cardio-
vascular system. While tomographic imaging was originally
used by investigators at the University of Pennsylvania in the
1960s with conventional single gamma emitting radiotracers,4

the impact of this approach was not completely realized until a
decade or two later when scintillation camera-based tomographic
instruments were designed and introduced to the day-to-day
practice of medical imaging.5,6 This tomographic instrument,
single-photon emission CT is the workforce of modern practice
of the specialty of nuclear medicine. However, over the past de-
cade, despite constant efforts made to synthesize biologically im-
portant single-photon–emitting compounds to assess the disease
process at the molecular and cellular level, the yield has been
very limited and somewhat disappointing.7 Therefore, over the
past 4 to 5 decades, major attempts have been made to synthesize
powerful radiotracers by labeling positron-emitting radioactive
elements to biologically active compounds. However, the annihilation
of positrons results in emission of high-energy gamma rays, which re-
quire especially designed instruments for their successful applications
in medical research and practice of medicine. Attempts to design and
build successful PET instruments were initiated by investigators at the
Washington University in the early 1970s, and by the late 1970s and
early 1980s, such instruments became a reality, which brought about
and initiated a new era in the specialty of molecular imaging.8 The in-
troduction of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) as a powerful PET tracer
by investigators at the University of Pennsylvania and Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory combined with the well-designed PET instru-
mentation further advanced the role and potential impact of this
modality in medicine and biological research.9,10

By now, it is well established that structural imaging alone
has certain limitations. Structural techniques are insensitive for de-
tecting disease activity at diagnosis and following its course over
time. In particular, structure-based methodologies are insensitive to
detecting early response to treatment. Therefore, findings from such
imaging studies have led to initiating potent therapeutic interventions
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FIGURE 1. A 62-year-old man coughing for 1 week. Total body FDG PET/CT showed the right lower lobe nodule measuring
1.7 � 2.2 cm (arrow). Delayed imaging showed a progressive increase in metabolism (SUVmax 3.4 vs 6.2). The nodule was
pathologically proven to be adenocarcinoma.
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that have had no or limited benefits to the patient but with significant
adverse effects and have been life threatening at times. Similar to pa-
thology that evolved from anatomical-pathology to histopathology
and molecular/immunohistochemical characterization, the trajectory
ofmedical imaging growth is indeed towardmolecular and functional
imaging. As such, combining the results provided by the molecular
imaging techniques such as PETwith those of the structural modali-
ties such as CTorMRI has brought about a major change to the daily
practice of the specialty of radiology and nuclear medicine. In 2001,
investigators at the University of Pittsburgh were the first to combine
the CT and PET instruments as a single hybrid unit that has allowed
FIGURE 2. FDG PET/CT in a 48-year-old woman with nasopharyn
nodular low-density shadow with a diameter of approximately 0.
imaging continued to increase (SUVmax 3.0 vs 4.0). Liver metast
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assessing disease activity at the structural and functional level se-
quentially in the same sitting.11

Because of technical limitations, the initial PET instruments
were designed with a very small field of view, which allowed imaging
of only a fraction of the body structures at one time. This necessitated im-
aging of the intended organs and anatomic sites for an extended period,
which limited its clinical use. Over the years, the field of viewofmodern
PET instruments increased from a few centimeters up to 20 to 25 cm.
Despite these improvements, even with modern PET instruments,
screening a large segment of the body for diseases that are systemic
and widespread in nature requires imaging for an extended period.
geal carcinoma after radiotherapy and chemotherapy. A new
7 cm appeared in the liver, and the metabolism of delayed
ases were diagnosed by clinical follow-up.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
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FIGURE 3. One month after operation, there were multiple metastases in both lungs, pleura, spleen, peritoneum, greater
omentum, skeletal system, and muscles of the whole body in a 46-year-old man with liver cancer. Total body FDG PET/CT
showed multiple nodules with high metabolism in the distal muscles of the extremities.
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During the past several years, investigators at the University
of California, Davis, have further enhanced the performance of
PET by increasing its ability to screen the entire body with a single
data acquisition, using low radiotracer dose or shorter acquisition
time, or delayed imaging and/or combining this parameters.12 The
revolutionary impact of total body PET (TB-PET) imaging may
be far reaching and may substantially change the role of imaging
in medicine. This PET instrument is combined with a CT machine,
and therefore, functional and structural images can be assessed side
by side or superimposed.

In this editorial, we describe several domains wherewe believe
TB-PET/CT imaging may have the highest impact in the future.
MALIGNANT DISORDERS
Since its introduction in the 1970s, FDG PET has been exten-

sively tested and validated as a powerful imaging modality for the
diagnosis and management of numerous malignant disorders.9,13

As such, FDG-PET has played a major role in clinical routine of
medical, surgical, and radiation oncology and is considered as an
essential modality for optimal management of patients with cancer.
PET has allowed early and accurate diagnosis of cancer, staging its
extent, detecting response to treatment, and assessing patients for
recurrence at later times during the course of the disease.14 Conven-
tionally, FDG PET images are acquired approximately 1 hour fol-
lowing the administration of this radiotracer. Based on experience
that has been gained by several groups including that of our own, it
has become clear that FDG uptake increases over time and reaches
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
a plateau at 4 to 5 hours,15–17 and several types of tumor (eg, gliomas)
have peak of uptake significantly later than the conventional 1-hour
uptake time used on conventional imaging. Furthermore, radiotracer
activity in the blood and background tissues decreases over time,
and the combination of these 2 changes leads to a higher contrast
between the tumor metabolic activity and the surrounding back-
ground (Figs. 1–2).18 As a result, the sensitivity of this modality
as a biomarker for disease activity in cancer improves significantly
by this approach. The standard protocol of performing FDG PET
1 hour after administration of the compound results in overlooking
disease sites at the primary and metastatic sites. This practice has
been dictated by the low sensitivity of conventional PET instru-
ments that allow detecting only a fraction of the emitted gammas
from the patient being imaged. By now, it is well established that
the sensitivity of TB-PET instruments is approximately 15 to 68
times higher than that of conventional PET/CT machines in the
market (Fig. 3).19–21 The high sensitivity of this instrument allows
decreasing the dose of the administered radioactive compounds
and reduces the radiation exposure to the patient, especially impor-
tant for children and young adults. Overall, the high efficiency of
the simultaneous TB-PET/CT imaging techniques will allow imag-
ing for up to 12 hours (6–7 18F half-lives) after the administration of
FDG. Different types of malignant cells accumulate variable amounts
of FDG, probably due to varying amounts of glucose-6-phosphatase
concentration.More aggressive proliferating cancer cells tend to have
lower levels of glucose-6-phosphatase and exhibit rising levels of
FDG uptake over time, whereas the opposite is applicable in less ag-
gressive or proliferative cancer cells and inflammatory cells.16,22–24
www.nuclearmed.com 45
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FIGURE 4. Left feet melanoma with lymph nodal metastases in left popliteal fossa and mediastinum. A 60-year-old man with
history of melanoma. Status post left thumb and second toe resection, popliteal fossa lymph node dissection performed
8 months ago. FDG PET/CT imaging (dose 3.7 MBq/kg, acquisition time 5 minutes) demonstrated an FDG-avid lymph node in
mediastinum and a group of FDG-avid lymph nodes in left popliteal fossa. Ultrasound-guided bronchoscopy biopsy of the
mediastinal lymph showed metastatic melanoma. Reproduced with permission from Sui et al.25
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This substantially enhances the ability to detect cancer at different lo-
cations in the body (Fig. 4).25 The ability to acquire delayed images
may have a major impact for optimal management of patients with
several malignancies. In particular, the impact will be significant
when the exact location and the extent of the disease are of great
importance for effective management by surgical interventions
and radiation therapy (Figs. 5).26 Moreover, several cancers are
characterized by a biological heterogeneity, and there may be large
variations within as well as between tumors and metastases within
the same patient. Inevitably, classification and prognostication based
on one or a limited number of biopsies are prone to sampling errors
as the biopsies may not be representative for the disease hetero-
geneity. The response to treatment may also differ, and TB imag-
ing may provide a full overview. Overall, TB-PET imagingmay be of
great importance in improving diagnosis and overall management of
oncologic patients.

Vascular disorders and complications are commonly observed
in patients with malignancies, and some may prove to be fatal in
this population.27–29 In particular, the incidence of deep venous
46 www.nuclearmed.com
thrombosis (DVT) is relatively common in patients with cancer.30

In fact, the second most common cause of mortality in this popula-
tion is due to pulmonary embolism (PE), which is potentially fatal.
FDG has been shown to be taken up by the activated cells in the
clots in the venous system. Uptake of FDG has been shown in the
actively forming clots by in vitro techniques, in animals and in hu-
man studies.31–33 There is clear evidence that FDG PET/CT imag-
ing approach may prove to be of great importance in detecting clots
in the venous system and prevent serious consequences of this com-
mon human disease. This PET imaging approachmay revolutionize
the management of unknownDVT in patientswith and without can-
cer and improve the outcome in this population (Figs. 6 and 7).34,35

Because patients with cancer are frequently examined by FDG PET
for the routine management of their underlying disease, it is pre-
dicted that the TB-PET imaging approach will allow detection of
clots in various locations throughout the body. Currently, the
existing protocols suggest imaging the body from the base of the
skull to the upper-mid thigh region. This procedure is adopted by
two well-known facts: malignant cells metastasize mostly to the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
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FIGURE 5. A, Standard-of-care FDG PET/CT images (transverse and coronal) from a patient with metastatic colon cancer. B,
PennPET image acquired 2.75 and 4.2 hours after injection (10-minute scans) demonstrated better delineation of perihepatic
disease (red arrow) compared with standard-of-care PET. An epiphrenic lymph node (yellow arrow) is also only seen on the
delayed PennPET images. Reproduced with permission from Nardo and Pantel.26
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red marrow, which is prevalently located in the axial skeleton and
proximal appendicular skeleton. Therefore, if the aim of FDG
PET imaging is to detect metastasis to the skeletal system, the cur-
rent imaging protocol is logical and allows detection of the disease
at these predisposed sites in the bony structures, overlooking sites
where the presence of bone metastasis is unlikely. Also, imaging
the entire lower extremities will almost double the amount of time
to complete the scan, increasing number of bed positions and often
repositioning the patients in the scanner. Unfortunately, this ap-
proach overlooks the presence of clots in the lower thighs and the
calves, which are common locations for venous thrombosis. The data
that have accumulated over the years have shown the efficacy of FDG
PET in detecting and assessing the extent of clots in the venous sys-
tem throughout the body. We also believe delayed TB imaging with
FDG PETwill result in higher sensitivity of this technique for clot de-
tection in the entire body. In other words, enhanced FDG uptake in
the clots and significantly deceased blood pool activity in the venous
system over time may improve the detection of the clots in the
venous system.

In recent years, numerous research and clinical observations
have demonstrated that patients with cancer are also prone to devel-
oping atherosclerosis (AS) in the arterial system throughout the
body.36–38 It is well established that patients with various malignan-
cies are subject to developing AS, which includes suffering from
high incidence of heart attacks and strokes compared with the control
population.39,40 The datawith both FDG and 18F-labeled sodium fluo-
ride (NaF) have shown that these two PET tracers can successfully
detect atherosclerotic plaques throughout the body.27,41–43 While
FDG PET imaging allows visualizing inflammatory lesions, NaF
detects molecular calcification in the plaques. Therefore, by perform-
ing delayed TB imaging, it will be feasible to better characterize AS
throughout the body and initiate appropriate therapeutic interventions
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
to prevent complications from this potentially fatal disease.44 In
particular, delayed imaging is going to be essential for detection
and quantification of atherosclerotic plaques in the affected arteries.
ATHEROSCLEROSIS
Atherosclerosis is the main cause of cardiovascular diseases

(CVDs), which are the number one cause of death globally. In
2016, 17.9 million people died of CVDs, representing 31% of
all global deaths, and of these, 85% were due to heart attack
and stroke.45,46 Despite a decline in the death rate from CVDs,
they remain the leading cause of death in the United States, re-
sponsible for 840,768 deaths (635,260 cardiac) in 2016,47 and
continue to be a major cause of the morbidity and mortality
among the elderly population worldwide. Clinical assessment
and some diagnostic procedures such as contrast-enhanced angiog-
raphy are of limited value for detecting the atherosclerotic plaques
and monitoring response to therapeutic interventions.48 The intro-
duction of x-ray–CT in the 1970s allowed detection and character-
ization of the calcified plaques in the coronary and major arteries
in the advanced stages of the disease.49 However, this finding on
CT scans is of limited value in effective management of patients
with the disease. This is mainly due to the fact that calcification vi-
sualized by CT represents an advanced stage of the atherosclerotic
process, which is irreversible with current treatments. In recent
years, with advances that have been made in CT imaging instru-
ments, it is feasible to perform noninvasive angiography of the cor-
onary arteries and generate high-quality scans with great structural
detail.50 However, by now, it is well-established that structural ab-
normalities, such as narrowing of the arterial lumen by the athero-
sclerotic disease including gross calcification, are of limited value
in predicting plaque rupture and therefore thrombosis in the
www.nuclearmed.com 47
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FIGURE 6. A 65-year-old man with melanoma on the left
upper back, on BRAF/MEK inhibitor, which was held,
secondary to toxicity, with biopsy-proven gastric metastasis
and left axillary nodal metastasis. One day before the PET
scan, the patient had 2+ edema from the mid-upper arm to
the hand and 1+ edema in the left calf and foot. A coronal
fused FDG PET/CT image shows increased metabolic activity
within the left lower leg veins (arrow) corresponding with
an acute deep vein thrombosis. Reproduced with permission
from Saboury et al.34
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vessels.42,51,52 Thus, there is a dire need for powerful technologies
that can assess overall atherosclerotic burden in the early stages of
the disease and therefore prevent irreversible complications that
are associated with the process.53,54

As such, FDG PET imaging has been used for the detection
of atherosclerotic plaque because they contain a large number of
macrophages in the active stages of this disease.55,56 In contrast, im-
aging with NaF allows visualizing calcification at the molecular
level in the plaques.56 Recent data from our group have shown
greater sensitivity for visualizing calcification with NaF compared
with FDG for detecting inflammation in the atherosclerotic plaques
48 www.nuclearmed.com
and a more consistent association between arterial NaF uptake than
FDG uptake and CV risk factors.55 Therefore, based on the data that
are available, it is likely that NaF PET imaging may become the
technique of choice to detect and monitor the course of AS in the
future, although this remains to be clearly demonstrated in longitu-
dinal follow-up studies. Furthermore, it has become apparent that
global disease assessment with the established PET techniques is
superior to measurements at the regional level for the quantification
AS burden in the coronary and major arteries.41,57

Based on dynamic imaging with NaF and FDG, it has been
shown that with prolonged uptake time and delayed image acquisi-
tion, PET images reveal higher contrast between atherosclerotic
plaques and the surrounding structure (Figs. 8-10).25,42,58,59 This
phenomenon is mainly due to significant clearance of both agents
from the circulation and the surrounding tissue structures, which
leads to a higher contrast between the plaques and the background
activity. However, there are some limitations to using current PET
instruments for delayed imaging. Although this method improves
target-to-background contrast, using the standard PET machines re-
sults in generating images with suboptimal number of counts and
therefore greater amount of noise in reconstructed scans. High sen-
sitivity of TB-PET instruments would allow imaging 18F-labeled
tracers up to several hours and generate scans with the same noise
characteristics as those of current PET instruments at 1 hour.44 Re-
cent studies suggest that the ideal image acquisition time for detecting
AS plaques with NaF and FDGwould be in the range of 3 to 4 hours
after the administration of these compounds.60 Delayed whole-body
images with uptake times extended from 1 hour (current) to 3 hours
(delayed) would only represent an approximate one-half decrease
(53%) in tracer activity, and therefore imaging protocols with a
TB-PET scanner could allow for significant reductions in either dose
or scan time (or a combination of both), as well as delayed acquisition
(Fig. 11).61 Decreasing the administered dose and delaying imaging
would allow performing multiple scans in the same patient with AS
over time to assess the efficacy of various interventions while still
keeping the total accumulated radiation dose to the patient to a
minimum according to ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable)
principles. In contrast to many chronic and disabling diseases, there
exist some very effective drugs such as statins for treating AS.62,63

Because the mechanisms of action of these drugs vary substantially
among them, efforts should be made to test and personalize the best
treatment option for an individual patient. The high performance of
TB-PETmay be ideally suited for the diagnosis and management of
patients with AS.
BONE METABOLISM AND OSTEOPOROSIS
Metabolic bone disorders are one of the leading causes of

morbidity and mortality in both chronic diseases (such as cancer
and autoimmune diseases) and normal aging population. Osteopo-
rosis is a common metabolic bone disease that affects a large seg-
ment of the world's population. This disease is particularly common
in older subjects with a substantially high incidence in postmeno-
pausalwomen.64,65 Osteoporosis is associated with significant mor-
bidity and is a common cause of fractures in the elderly population
(particularly in anatomically sensitive locations such as the femoral
neck and the spine). Indeed, fractures in certain locations such as the
femoral neck can prove to be fatal due to related complications such
as DVT and PE.66,67 Unfortunately, current imaging techniques are
of limited value in quantifying bonemetabolism and detecting aber-
rancies in the early stages of the disease before structural manifesta-
tion of decrease, such as decrease in bone mineral density. These
early stages typically include (1) decreased rates of bone formation
(deficiency in osteoblasts) and (2) excessive bone resorption (over-
activity of osteoclasts). Conventional x-rays have been of limited
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
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FIGURE 8. Changes in aortic wall and luminal blood FDG activity at different imaging time points as seen on sagittal FDG PET
images of the thoracic aorta. With time, luminal blood activity decreases, whereas the aortic wall activity increases, which
improves the arterial wall-to-blood contrast (superior target-to-background ratio). Reproduced with permission from Moghbel
et al.42

FIGURE 7. Chest computed tomography with pulmonary embolism protocol (PECCT) initially diagnosed patient 5 with PE at
the right mainstem pulmonary artery 8 months before the bilateral lower extremities (BLE) Duplex diagnosed the patient with
acute DVT at the left PV. A repeated BLE Duplex 2months later was negative for acute DVT. From the left to the right are the FDG
PETs 41 days after the PECCT and 47 days before and 9 days after the positive BLE Duplex, which demonstrate improvement
from 47 days before with visualization of bilateral CF and PV only, and 13 days before and 94 days after the negative BLE Duplex
for acute DVT, which demonstrate progression of visualization of bilateral CF, PV, left PT, and left peroneal. CF, common
femoral; DVT, deep vein thrombosis; PECCT, chest CT with PE protocol; PT, posterior tibial; PV, popliteal vein; UE, upper
extremity. Reproduced with permission from Zhu et al.35
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FIGURE 9. Delayed imaging provides more accurate diagnostic information. A 19-year-old girl with Takayasu arteritis
underwent FDG PET/CT (dose 3.7 MBq/kg, acquisition time 15 minutes) to evaluate status of inflammation. PET images
acquired 2 hours (A) and 5 hours (B) after FDG injection. The blood pool activity decreases (SUVmean 1.06–0.63), whereas the
aorticwall FDG avidity increases (SUVmean from1.61 to 2.00). The ratio between aortic wall and bloodpool activities increases
from 1.57 to 3.17. Reproduced with permission from Sui et al.25
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value in detecting osteoporosis, particularly in the phases of the dis-
ease, as has been demonstrated by numerous studies over the past
decades.68,69 This has led to the adoption of dual-energy x-ray absorp-
tiometry (DXA) as themodality of choice for detecting the disease and
assessing the degree of response following various therapeutic inter-
ventions. However, an obvious issue with DXA in measuring bone
mineral density is the fact that such scanners create bone density values
by dividing the quotient of bone mineral content by total bone area.
Naturally, this leads to larger bones appearing to be stronger but, in re-
ality, possessing the same bone density as their smaller counterparts.
Preliminary studies have attempted to correct for this by using overall
FIGURE 10. FDG PET/CT in a 84-year-old man with aortic AS. PET
arterial wall metabolism compared with 60-minute PET images.

50 www.nuclearmed.com
bone size- and height-adjusted methodologies with mixed results.70–72

Therefore, there is a dire need for an imaging modality that allows
early detection and timely intervention of this very common meta-
bolic bone disease without the shortfalls of DXA.

Sodium fluoride PET is a promising imaging tool to fill this
need. Bonemarrow uptake of this radiotracer is negligible, and NaF
can freely diffuse to osteoblastic cells, allowing assessment of bone
formation.73 In past research, our laboratory and other investigators
have used NaF PET to measure both age-related deterioration and
osteoporotic degradation of a diverse range of bones such as the
femoral neck and the spine (Fig. 12).34,74–78 Because a reduction
images 120 minutes delayed showed a significant increase in

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
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FIGURE 11. A 51-year-old female healthy volunteer. Dynamic scan was acquired for 60 minutes after injection of 348 MBq of
FDG.A, Reconstruction of the last 20minutes of dynamic acquisition; (B–F) 20-minute duration scans obtained at 90minutes,
and 3, 6, 9, and 12 hours after injection. Patient was fed with high-protein snack after the 3-hour scan. Reproduced with
permission from PET Clinics.61

FIGURE 12. NaF PET MIP of the upper body (A) and lower body (B) of an RA patient. Focal areas of high bone formation in the
joints were segmented using an adaptive thresholding algorithm (ROVER software; ABX GmbH, Radeberg, Germany).
Metabolically active volume (MAV), SUVmax, SUVmean, partial volume-corrected SUVmean (pvcSUVmean), total calcium
metabolism (TCM), and partial volume-corrected TCM (pvcTCM) were calculated and summed for each segmented region.
The global pvcTCM for this patient was 1898.8. Reproduced with permission from Saboury et al.34
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FIGURE 13. FDG PET MIP of the upper body (A) and lower body (B) of an RA patient. Synovial inflammation was assessed by
segmenting FDG-avid joints using an adaptive thresholding algorithm (ROVER software; ABX GmbH, Radeberg, Germany).
Metabolically active volume (MAV), SUVmax, SUVmean, partial volume-corrected SUVmean (pvcSUVmean), total lesion
glycolysis (TLG), and partial volume-corrected TLG (pvcTLG) were calculated and summed for each segmented region. The
global pvcTLG for this patient was 820.0. Reproduced with permission from Saboury et al.34

FIGURE 14. Potential role of global disease assessment by PET in multiple myeloma. FDG uptake changes of multiple myeloma
lesions before (A) and after the treatment (B). High diffuse FDG uptake is observed in the entire spine before the treatment (A),
whereas substantial reduction in FDG uptake is visually noted after the treatment (B). Segmentation of the entire skeleton
followed by a closing algorithm allows for one to perform global disease assessment (OsiriX software; Pixmeo SARL, Bernex,
Switzerland) (C, D). The pretreatment global average SUVmean (C) was 3.1 and decreased to 1.8 after the completion of the
treatment (D). Reproduced with permission from Zadeh et al.97
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in bone formation signals initial osteoporotic degradation, we can
use NaF PET to detect the disease at the earliest time point when
this disease can still be slowed by treatment with anabolic and/or
antiresorptive agents. In addition, it can be used to assess response
to therapy.

Besides the general factors such as increases in sensitivity and
decreases in scanner time, TB-PET imaging offers several unique
benefits when assessing degenerative bone disorders. First, TB-PET
allows for the entire body to be scanned in a single acquisition. This
is crucial for osteoporosis specifically, given that fragility fractures
have been known to occur in the calcaneus.79 In other words, this
advancement from whole-body/region-specific to TB imaging will
allow all possible osteoporotic bones to be assessed in a single ac-
quisition instead of multiple series of scans. Another major benefit
is being able to assess juvenile osteoporosis safely using TB NaF
PET/CT. This is a rare disease of interest, given that there is little
specific literature related to juvenile osteoporosis using NaF PET/
CT to date, likely due to fears of excessive radiation exposure to chil-
dren and adolescents.80 However, with TB-PET instruments, there is
a drastic decrease in radiation risk due to the substantial reduction in
radiotracer dosage. Thus, TB imaging opens an entirely new avenue
of applications for NaF PET imaging to assess metabolic bone dis-
eases in the pediatric population.81
Systemic Inflammatory Disorders With Emphasis on
MSK Abnormalities

Musculoskeletal disorders are major causes of disability in the
general populationwith higher prevalence in the elderly subjects. The
introduction of effective immunomodulatory treatments has substan-
tially improved the outcome of these disorders in contrast to many
other human maladies. Unfortunately, the role of clinical assessment,
laboratory tests, and conventional imaging techniques is limited to ei-
ther the diagnosis or monitoring the course of the disease, particularly
following therapeutic interventions. Planar x-ray, CT, and MRI have
been adopted as themodalities of choice for the diagnosis and routine
follow-up of the affected populations.82,83 Therefore, major deci-
sions are made based on the results generated by these imaging mo-
dalities. As mentioned previously, the sensitivity and the specificity
of structural imaging techniques are limited in any setting for diag-
nosing and following the course of many diseases and disorders.
These deficiencies have led to overlooking the presence and the ex-
tent of many serious disorders and, sometimes, either overtreating
or undertreating them during the course of the disease. Further-
more, many MSK abnormalities are systemic in nature and there-
fore affect many organs and anatomic structures throughout the
body during the course of the disease. Therefore, there is a need
for a modality that allows systemic and TB assessment about the
presence, the extent, and the degree of disease activity throughout
the body with one single data acquisition. Many rheumatologic dis-
eases including rheumatoid arthritis (RA), vasculitis, and myositis
are systemic in nature, and therefore, their management will signif-
icantly benefit from TB-PET imaging.84–89 For example, RA not
only affects the joints throughout the body, but it has also been
shown commonly to be associated with high incidence of AS and
shorter life span. Similarly, many autoimmune disorders suffer from
structural and functional muscle disease, which further affects the
subject's ability to perform daily routine activities. Therefore, TB-
PET imaging will allow disease assessment of the joints, muscles,
and other organ systems, and this will improve the management
of patients with these common autoimmune disorders. In particular,
detection of AS by either FDG or NaF PET imaging may play a ma-
jor role in preventing early death due to RA in the early stages of the
disease (Fig. 13).34
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc.
Importance of Global Disease Assessment Score and
System-Biology Imaging

Over the past 3 decades, we have been emphasizing the im-
portance of global disease assessment of the involved organs by
systemic diseases and disorders.41,90–95We believe that regional as-
sessment of such abnormalities alone will be of limited value in the
overall diagnosis and management of such serious human mala-
dies.96 With the advances that have been made in optimal quantifica-
tion of the global disease activity in various organs and throughout
the body, the potential role of TB imaging has been enhanced and
clearly realized (Fig. 14).97 We have to emphasize the importance
of certain issues that relate to accurate PET quantification at the re-
gional level including partial volume correction of the tracer uptake
in various organ sites. Accurate calculation of regional activity at
the disease siteswill allowmeasuring TB disease burdenwith this ap-
proach. Underestimation of regional and global values that are related
to respiratory and cardiac motions needs to be taken into consider-
ation for such measurements. Again, the unavoidable effects of such
physiological movements are somewhat minimal with the TB-PET
instruments than with the conventional machines. In addition, inter-
action of various biological systems throughout the process of patho-
genesis could be investigated using these techniques. The essential
role of immune system, beyond infectious host defense, in the pro-
cess of oncogenesis or atherogenesis is a well-established phenome-
non.98 Quantification of each system's function using global disease
assessment paradigm and then investigation of their network of rela-
tions (synchronous and metachronous temporospatial models) is sys-
tem biology par excellence in clinical medicine.99 PET imaging with
novel quantitative techniques introduced in recent years will provide
physicians with a single number that represents the entire body dis-
ease burden, which may be used to test and validate the efficacy of
novel interventions.
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